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GVCs as powerful learning tools for developing 
countries firms 
• GVC as a mechanism to 

transfer knowledge and 
promote innovation

• …but just when coupled with 
local capabilities (at the 
organizational or territorial 
level)

Giuliani E., De Marchi V., Rabellotti R., (2017) Do Global Value Chains Offer Developing Countries Learning and Innovation Opportunities? 
The European Journal of Development Research 
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GVCs as powerful learning tools for developing 
countries firms
• GVC as a mechanism to 

transfer knowledge and 
promote innovation…

• …but just when coupled with 
local capabilities (at the 
organizational or territorial 
level)

• …Positive and negative 
consequences of GVC 
participation co-exists 
(considering for economics, 
social and environmental 
dimensions)

Alford, De Marchi, Krishnan (2023) Drivers, tensions and trade-offs in achieving social and environmental upgrading in 
Global Value Chains, Research Handbook on International Corporate Social Responsibility
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Developing effective policies in a GVC world: a 
checklist

• Developing accurate understanding of a given GVC’s functioning 
and address all the relevant actors in the chain; 

• Needing to acknowledge, mediate, and prioritize among different 
interests, which are dependent on the particular characteristics of 
a GVC 

• Ensuring the required resources and capabilities are available 
• Involvement of multiple actors in the design (and 

implementation) of GVC-oriented policies 
• Developing a mix of state policies alongside domestic firm efforts 

De Marchi, V., Alford, M. State policies and upgrading in global value chains: A systematic literature review. J Int Bus Policy 5, 88–111 (2022).
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GVCs as powerful learning tools for developing 
countries firms
• GVC as a mechanism to 

transfer knowledge and 
promote innovation

• …but just when coupled with 
local capabilities (at the 
organizational or territorial 
level)

• …Positive and negative 
consequences of GVC 
participation co-exists 
(considering for economics, 
social and environmental 
dimensions)

Ensure the effective 
development and 

implementation of policies as a 
key policy object, especially 
challenging in the context of 
environmental (and social) 

upgrading: 
• Complexity

• Non-marketability
• Systemicness
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GVC lead firms

GVC suppliersGVC suppliersGVC suppliers

The role of lead firms in driving sustainability within 
and outside the GVC

Within the GVC Outside the GVC

Standar
ds & 
certificat
ions

Requiring to undertake audits, comply with 
standards and/or third-party certifications or 
codes of conduct developed by lead firms

Product 
design

Giving product specifications that allow 
suppliers to reduce material and energy use 
or avoid hazardous chemicals when 
manufacturing or requiring them to adopt a 
life-cycle perspective. 

Knowle
dge 
transfer 
and 
support 

Providing specific knowledge on how to 
environmentally upgrade products, processes 
or organization, and sharing best practices 
among suppliers

DeMarchi V., Di Maria E., Khrishnan A., Ponte S. (2019) “Environmental Upgrading in Global Value Chains” In Gereffi G., Raj-Reichert G., Ponte S. (Eds.), Research Handbook of Global Value Chains. Edward Elgar
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GVC lead firms

GVC suppliersGVC suppliersGVC suppliers

The role of lead firms in driving sustainability within 
and outside the GVC

Within the GVC Outside the GVC

Partnering for the 
change

Guiding and 
influencing 
governments

Supporting further 
adoptions of 
technologies 

© Valentina De Marchi

Standar
ds & 
certificat
ions

Requiring to undertake audits, comply with 
standards and/or third-party certifications or 
codes of conduct developed by lead firms

Product 
design

Giving product specifications that allow 
suppliers to reduce material and energy use 
or avoid hazardous chemicals when 
manufacturing or requiring them to adopt a 
life-cycle perspective. 

Knowle
dge 
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and 
support 

Providing specific knowledge on how to 
environmentally upgrade products, processes 
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GVC lead firms

GVC suppliersGVC suppliersGVC suppliers

CSOs and NGOS

National, regional, 
local policymakers

Financial 
institutions

© Valentina De Marchi
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Several forms of decoupling

• Policy–practice decoupling 
• divergence between sustainability 

statements and sustainabilty 
practices 

• Means-end decoupling 
• Divergence (or uncertain link) 

between sustainability practices and 
sustainabilty outcomes 

Halme, M., Rintamäki, J., Knudsen, J. S., Lankoski, L., & Kuisma, M. (2020). When is there a sustainability case for CSR? Pathways to environmental and social performance improvements. Business & Society, 59(6), 1181-1227.
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Issues to be accounted for to develop sound policies 
using technologies to tackle climate change  
Accounting for outcomes (ra)other than practices
• Absolute reductions rather than relative change



Issues to be accounted for to develop sound policy 
tackling climate change  
Accounting for outcomes (ra)other than 
practices
• Absolute reductions rather than relative 

change
• Broader set of issues then CO2 

emissions and climate change

Source: Stockholm Resilience Centre
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Issues to be accounted for to develop sound policy 
tackling climate change  
Accounting for outcomes (ra)other than practices
• Absolute reductions rather than relative change
• Broader set of issues then CO2 emissions and climate 

change
• Considering tensions and how to approach them 
Accounting for different actors’ perpectives
• Taking a systemic perspective in policy 

development, aware of GVC structure and 
• Accounting for role of firms to trace responsibility

De Marchi V., Gereffi G. (2023) Using the global value chain framework to analyse and tackle global environmental crises, Journal of Industrial and Business Economics

Krishnan A, De Marchi V., Ponte S, (2022) Environmental Upgrading and Downgrading in Global Value Chains: A Framework for Analysis. Economic Geography

Jay, J., Soderstrom, S., & Grant, G. (2017). Navigating the paradoxes of sustainability

http://links.springernature.com/f/a/2cUNnDGIvk1tbIlE8AEbfw~~/AABE5gA~/RgRlriXOP0RcaHR0cHM6Ly90cmVidWNoZXQucHVibGljLnNwcmluZ2VybmF0dXJlLmFwcC9nZXRfY29udGVudC81ZmMyZWEwMC0zZGJiLTQ3YmYtOTc3NS1kOGIzNTEzNTNkZTRXA3NwY0IKY8jOoMtjau3SKlIbdmFsZW50aW5hLmRlbWFyY2hpQHVuaXBkLml0WAQAAAct
https://doi.org/10.1080/00130095.2022.2100340
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